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SYSTEMS DEVELOPER 

Cleveland, OH 
 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: 

System Seals is a recognized leader in hydraulic seal technology - specializing in the design and 

manufacture of complete sealing system solutions. We deliver highly customized seals to meet the 

needs of every client in a wide range of industrial markets, including: oil and gas, steel mills, hydraulic 

presses, injection molding, mining and more.  

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 Develop new software applications, adhering to the SDLC whenever possible: 

o Investigate and analyze required and requested solutions 

o Design intended systems, incorporating OOP techniques and tiered logic structure 

o Propose and implement testing methods, scripted and manual processes 

o Train end users, request feedback, document and evaluate success rate 

 Modify existing software applications; minimize need for critical fixes 

 Retire/replace outdated and inadequate applications and services 

 Develop and manage database queries and stored procedures; normalization 

 Ad hoc reporting 

 Administer System Seals Tableau Business Intelligence Server and MS-Desktop software 

 Maintain documentation: SOP’s, code control, version history, development libraries, etc. 

 Continued education; stay on top of emerging trends and technologies 

 Perform all duties as assigned 

 

 REQUIREMENTS: 

 Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science or equivalent work experience 

 Must be a good problem solver who can think critically and work independently 

 Ability to program in an N-Tier Architecture using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET tools. 

 Demonstrate experience using multiple technologies such as VB6.0, VB.NET, C#, ASP.NET, HTML 

 Knowledge of relational databases with the ability to write complex Transact-SQL statements. 

 Self-motivated, able to handle multiple projects simultaneously and independently 

 Previous exposure to software change control mechanisms for new or modified systems, formal 

software QA/release testing, and version tracking 

 Incorporation of access security controls within software/systems 

 Documentation---examples of previous work 
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 Optimization/elimination of inefficiencies via code, w/examples of previous work 

 Systems integration, examples of previous custom programming used to tie existing systems 

together. 

 Maintain a positive work atmosphere by behaving and communicating in a manner that gets 

along with customers, clients, co-workers and supervisors. 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

Sit [75%], Stand [25%], Lift [ up to 25 lbs.], Walk, Bend, Stoop, Reach, Push & Pull, as well as Hand/Finger 
dexterity. 
 
 WHY CHOOSE SYSTEM SEALS? 

 Strong ethics and values 

 Excellent co-workers and team oriented working environment 

 Opportunity to work for a growing, global company 

 Ability to learn and grow professionally 

 Competitive compensation and benefits packages 

 

System Seals, Inc. is an EOE and offers a drug-free environment. 

Qualified candidates, please forward your resume to phyliss@systemseals.com 
 


